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Abstract
Introduction Irreversible electroporation (IRE) utilizing high voltage pulses is an emerging strategy for catheter-based cardiac
ablation with considerable growth in the preclinical arena.
Methods A systematic search for articles was performed from three sources (PubMed, EMBASE, and Google Scholar). The
primary outcome was the efficacy of tissue ablation with characteristics of lesion formation evaluated by histologic analysis. The
secondary outcome was focused on safety and damage to collateral structures.
Results Sixteen studies met inclusion criteria. IRE was most commonly applied to the ventricular myocardium (n = 7/16, 44%)
by a LifePak 9 Defibrillator (n = 9/16, 56%), NanoKnife Generator (n = 2/16, 13%), or other custom generators (n = 5/16, 31%).
There was significant heterogeneity regarding electroporation protocols. On histological analysis, IRE was successful in creating
ablation lesions with variable transmurality depending on the electric pulse parameters and catheter used.
Conclusion Preclinical studies suggest that cardiac tissue ablation using IRE shows promise in delivering efficacious, safe
lesions.
Keywords Cardiac ablation . Irreversible electroporation . Pulsed electric field . Atrial fibrillation . Arrhythmias . Catheter
ablation . Translational studies
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1 Introduction
Since it was first performed in 1969, cardiac ablation has
experienced numerous innovations and has evolved immensely [1]. Historically, ablation was performed for the treatment
of supraventricular tachycardia in patients with accessory
pathways and pre-excitation syndromes, with its success in
patients with refractory arrhythmias sparking vast growth
and expanded indications. Today, cardiac ablation is regularly
used for the treatment of atrial flutter [2], atrial fibrillation
[3–5], and ventricular arrhythmias [6, 7].
The goal of ablation is to destroy the underlying arrhythmogenic tissue and create permanent lesions that are both
transmural and contiguous. Energy sources used to create
these lesions historically have evolved. Direct current (DC)
was the initial energy source used [8–10]; however, inconsistency with lesion formation, barotrauma from arcing and
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recurrence of arrhythmias, drove physicians and engineers to
both develop and investigate alternative energy modalities.
This ultimately paved the way for radiofrequency (RF) energy, currently the most commonly used energy source [11, 12].
RF creates lesions by resistive heating of tissue and subsequent heat conduction to deeper tissue. While reasonably efficacious, it can be associated with undesirable effects to vital
structures, stemming from its thermal nature of action, not
only on the applied tissue but also to vital collateral structures.
In particular, thermal heat during ablation with RF is responsible for injury to the esophagus (which predisposes for atrioesophageal fistula formation) [13, 14], phrenic nerve damage
[15], and formation of coagulum/thrombus with subsequent
risk for thromboembolism and both overt [16] and silent cerebral infarcts/lesions [17, 18]. Cryothermal ablation is another widely employed ablation modality that is contrastingly
different to RF. It ablates tissue by removing heat which results in tissue cooling and ice formation [19]. However,
cryothermal ablation, like RF, is also associated with complications including esophageal fistula [20], pulmonary vein
(PV) stenosis [21], phrenic nerve palsy [22], and potential
lung hemoptysis [23]. Although both these energy sources
for ablation are largely efficacious, there has been a desire to
try alternative ablation energies to improve ablation safety.
The emergence, or somewhat resurgence, of DC has seen
growth in its application in the preclinical arena as a means for
creating ablation lesions via irreversible electroporation (IRE)
of tissue. The use of DC in a pulsed form creates a local
electric field which affects the lipid bilayer permeability of
the cellular membrane inducing the formation of nano-scale
defects or pores which leads to the permeabilization of cells.
Depending upon the electric pulse delivery settings (e.g.,
pulse duration, voltage, frequency), this can be reversible,
meaning the cell can survive because of the re-establishment
of cell membrane integrity and electrical homeostasis, or irreversible leading to cell death [24]. IRE is a growing, wellestablished FDA approved treatment modality for solid tumors [25–28] and was recently approved for the treatment of
pancreatic cancer [29]. It is an alluring method for cardiac
ablation, particularly when compared to RF, as it may create
ablation lesions without the consequences of thermal damage
and enable preservation of surrounding collateral structures
[30, 31]. With the potential advantages of IRE over current
ablation modalities, there has been considerable growth in
preclinical animal publications and very recently, there was
publication of the first in human acute data [32].
Considering this growth and recent translation to humans,
we sought to conduct a systematic review of current preclinical animal studies employing cardiac IRE. This review aims
to synthesize and provide an update on the efficacy and safety
of cardiac IRE with the ultimate goal of helping optimize
future preclinical experiments and ablation approaches.
Also, it will help identify current knowledge gaps which could
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serve as a vehicle to usher increased translation from preclinical animal studies to human clinical trials.

2 Methods
The review methodology was pre-specified and documented
using SYRCLE’s (Systematic Review Centre for Laboratory
Animal Experimentation) systematic review protocol for animal intervention studies [33] and was performed in line with
the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyze) statement [34].

2.1 Search strategy
Preclinical studies on the use of cardiac IRE as an ablation
modality were identified by comprehensive searches using
three sources (PubMed, EMBASE, and Google Scholar); we
used the search components “cardiac,” “irreversible electroporation,” “ablation,” and “animal” (for full search strategy
see Supplemental Table 1). The literature was reviewed up
to March 1, 2018. No limits were applied to language.
Additional citations were assembled from the reference lists
of related papers and review articles.

2.2 Study selection
After removal of duplicates studies, two investigators (A.S.
and V.V.) independently screened all titles and abstracts to
identify studies meeting the inclusion criteria. Studies were
included if it was an animal model (in vivo or ex vivo) and if
the study met ≥ 1 of the following criteria: (1) assessed the
effect of IRE on cardiac tissue (either myocardium, nerves,
ganglia); (2) evaluated the effect of IRE on collateral cardiac
structures (phrenic nerve, esophagus, vagus nerve); (3) reported safety outcomes on cardiac IRE application. Meeting abstracts were not included in this review. Full text of all potentially eligible studies was retrieved and independently
assessed for eligibility by two investigators (A.S and V.V)
with disagreements resolved by consensus.

2.3 Outcomes assessed
The primary outcome assessed was lesion formation (size and
transmurality) on histology. Secondary outcome included ablation safety through/by evaluating/assessing/observing damage to collateral structures.

2.4 Data abstraction
Study characteristics were extracted by one reviewer (A.S.)
and checked for inconsistencies by a second reviewer (V.V.),
with disagreements resolved by consensus. For each study, we
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extracted data on a standardized extraction form which included the animal model used, type of tissue targeted, source of
high voltage pulses, type of ablation device used (including
electrode size, spacing, shape), high voltage delivery (or
pulsed electric field) parameters (pulse duration, pulse frequency, number of pulses, voltage applied), as well as bibliographic details (1st author, year, title, journal). If data were
presented graphically only, we extracted data using a digital
screen ruler, capable of measurement to 0.1 mm.

2.5 Quality assessment
We employed the ARRIVE checklist [35] to assess methodological quality and bias. The ARRIVE (Animal Research:
Reporting of In Vivo Experiments) guidelines are intended to
improve the reporting of research using animals and consists
of a checklist of 20 items describing information that all scientific publications should include. Each study was given a
quality score out of a possible total of 20 points, and the group
median was calculated. Two independent investigators (A.S.
and V.V) performed a quality assessment of all included studies and resolved disagreements by consensus.

2.6 Statistical analysis
Owing to considerable heterogeneity in the reported methods
and data, a meta-analysis was not feasible. As a result, no
statistical examination was performed or formal testing of bias
across multiple studies.

3 Results
3.1 Study characteristics
From 68 potentially eligible studies, 23 were retrieved for fulltext evaluation after screening citations by title and abstract,
and subsequently, 16 studies met the inclusion criteria and
were included in this review (Fig. 1) [36–51]. All studies were
interventional cohort studies, and 6 (38%) studies specified a
control group. In total, 171 animals were studied with swine as
the most common preclinical model (n = 10/16, 63%). Five
were acute studies, 10 were chronic survival studies, and
one study involved both acute and chronic models. High voltage pulses for IRE was applied most commonly to the ventricular myocardium (n = 7/16, 44%) followed by atrial tissue/
pulmonary veins (n = 6/16, 38%), coronary arteries (n = 1/16,
6%), esophagus (n = 1/16, 6%), phrenic nerve (n = 1/16, 6%),
and cardiac ganglia (n = 1/16, 6%). All preclinical studies involved healthy animal models. Further characteristics of these
16 studies are highlighted in Table 1.
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3.2 Quality of studies
According to the ARRIVE guidelines, the median score
for quality of studies was 18 (range 14–20). At times
although it was not explicitly stated what the primary
and secondary outcomes of the study were, this could
be generally inferred.

3.3 Electroporation: delivery and protocols
A total of 320 ablations were performed across the 16 studies
(Table 2), with further more detailed information provided in
Supplemental Table 2. High voltage electric pulses were delivered by a LifePak 9 Defibrillator in 9 studies (n = 9/16,
56%), the NanoKnife generator in two studies (n = 2/16,
13%), and other generators in five studies (n = 5/16.31%).
Fourteen different catheter types were used for ablation across
16 studies, with six studies testing two or more different catheters. The most common catheter type was a circular multielectrode ring catheter (n = 7/16, 44%), followed by a linear
ablation catheter (n = 4/16, 25%), and other custom prototype
catheters (5/16, 31%). As there are no commercially developed catheters for the specific delivery of electric pulses, most
studies employed currently used catheters for radiofrequency
ablation delivery which were modified as needed or developed new prototype catheters (e.g., balloon or linear
catheters).
There was significant heterogeneity regarding both electroporation protocols and reporting of protocols across all studies. Pulse duration and number of pulses was consistently
reported and varied from 20 μs to 6 msec and 1–200, respectively. Pulse repetition frequency was rarely reported, with 13
studies (81%) not reporting this. In the three studies that it was
published, the frequency ranged between 1 and 5 Hz. The
amount of energy delivered was heterogeneous across all studies with many different units reported, with 9 (56%) studies
reporting Joules, 4 (25%) voltage, 2 (13%) electric current,
and 1 (6%) study did not indicate the specific parameters of
electric pulses applied. Two studies reported the voltage-todistance ratio (V/cm).

3.4 Lesion histology (Table 3)
3.4.1 Ventricular myocardium
A total of six studies applied high voltages pulses to the ventricular epicardium and one study to the endocardium. When
applied to ventricular epicardium in acute studies, changes
were not observed macroscopically. Chronic survival studies
showed that the delivery of energy to the epicardium often
resulted in the formation of a white lesion that was sharply
demarcated from the surrounding tissue. There was some purple discoloration (bruising) when a linear suction device was
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Fig. 1 PRISMA statement

Identification

Records idenfied through
database searching
(n = 68 )
Addional records idenﬁed
through other sources
(n = 0 )

Eligibility

Screening

Records aer duplicates removed
(n = 65)

Records screened
(n = 65 )

Records excluded
(n = 42 )

Full-text arcles assessed
for eligibility
(n = 23 )

Full-text arcles excluded,
with reasons
(n = 7 )
3 Not Cardiac Ablaon
1 editorial
3 not reporng enough to
determine eﬀects

Included

Studies included in
qualitave synthesis
(n = 16 )

used. Histologically, destruction of cardiac myocytes and connective tissue with loose collagen fibers remained. The higher
the energy, i.e., higher amplitude of pulses or longer pulses or
greater number of pulses applied, the larger the lesion and the
more likely it was transmural, but variations in protocol delivery and inconsistency in reported “energy units” prohibit comparison analysis.

3.4.2 Atrial tissue
Six studies have applied high voltage pulses to atrial tissue.
When IRE was applied in the superior vena cava (SVC), 2 out
of 3 studies (66%) observed a grossly visible lesion. When
applied to the pulmonary vein tissue, this was not the case, and
no acute gross macroscopic changes were identified. On histology, decellularization was observed with only collagen
scaffolding remaining. Similar to the ventricular epicardium,
the higher the energy (higher amplitude, greater number of
pulses), the greater the lesion size and transmurality, but again

Studies included in
systemac review
(n = 16 )

variations in protocol delivery and reported energy units prohibit comparison analysis.
3.4.3 Coronary arteries
In the two studies that reported on high voltage pulses to the
coronary arteries (CA) this resulted in varying degrees of intimal hyperplasia. Although mild narrowing was noted, there
was no significant stenosis observed, and the vessel was generally unaffected.
3.4.4 Esophagus
Direct application of high voltage pulses to the esophagus was
performed in two studies. The first study noted that the lesions
were restricted to the muscle layer; the luminal epithelial layer
and the lamina muscularis mucosae had no pathological
changes. A more recent study by Neven showed that direct
esophageal IRE resulted in self-limiting vesicles on the nonkeratinizing squamous epithelium at the ablation site. After 7-

Neven [42] 2014 Ventricular epicardium

van Driel
[45]

Neven [43] 2014 Ventricular epicardium

DeSimone
[36]
Van Driel
[44]
Zager [48]

6

7

8

9

10

16

Neven [49] 2017 Esophagus
Livia [50] 2018 Purkinje fibers
(ventricular
myocardium)
Witt [51]
2018 Pulmonary vein

14
15

2016 Cardiac ganglia plexus

Madhavan
[40]

2016 Ventricular epicardium

2015 Phrenic nerve

2014 Pulmonary vein

2014 Pulmonary vein

2014 Ventricular epicardium

2012 Coronary arteries

2012 Ventricular epicardium

13

12

11

5

4

2011 Atrial tissue

Wittkampf
[47]
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[37]
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270 ± 21
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30–40

60–75
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5

8
8

16

45

20

4

6

10

6

5

9

5

15

4

–

Ovine
2009 Ventricular
epicardium/atrial tissue

Hong [38]
Swine

5

–

10

16
8

52

45

19

13

10

15

14

16

5

54

33

10

No

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Investigate magnitude of linear epicardial
electroporation application and lesion size
Investigate magnitude of epicardial
electroporation application and lesion size
Investigate response of pulmonary vein to
electroporation
vs radiofrequency
Investigate safety and feasibility of
electroporation in the epicardial space
Evaluate electroporation of pulmonary
vein tissue
Assess for phrenic nerve damage
(histological or functional)
Evaluate safety of cardiac electroporation
in a rodent model

Feasibility and safety of cardiac
electroporation
Investigate magnitude of circular epicardial
electroporation application and lesion size
Analyze the effect of IRE on coronary arteries

Utility of electroporation to create
epicardial atrial lesions
Develop systems and methods for
cardiac electroporation

Primary outcome

7–44 (days)

Evaluate the feasibility of IRE for ablating within
the PVs without creating PV stenosis or
damage to neighboring structures

Demonstrate feasibility of techniques for
percutaneous epicardial ablation of cardiac
ganglia
8 (3 were 2 days) Assess for Esophageal Damage
Acute ex vivo
Assess for Purkinje/fascicular fibers
model
elimination via a non-thermal IRE approach

Acute model
(24 h)

Acute model
(24 h)
3–13 (4 animals
were acute)
4

12

12

12

12

3

2 (pilot)- 3
(feasibility)
3

Acute model
(24 h)
Acute model
(24 h)

Animal Weight
Animal Ablation Control/ Follow-up
(kg, unless number lesions
sham
(weeks)
stated)
group
Swine

Lavee [39] 2007 Atrial tissue

2

1

Year Tissue type

Characteristics of 16 studies

Study Author

Table 1

Evaluate and compare
the potency and graded
effect of different
electroporation protocols.

Evaluate feasibility of its
application to cardiac
tissues

Secondary outcome
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and 60-day follow-up, the epithelium normalized entirely.
There were no signs of ulceration or other adverse reactions
at both day 7 and day 60.
3.4.5 Ganglia
IRE of cardiac ganglia has been shown in one study to be
relatively efficacious. In this study, Madhavan was able to
successfully target and ablate ganglia in five out of six dogs
(83%).
3.4.6 Safety/adverse events
Only one study observed a significant complication related
directly to the delivery of cardiac IRE (Table 4). In this event,
inadvertent movement of the catheter over the ventricle during
electric pulse delivery resulted in ventricular fibrillation (VF)
and early demise (delivery of energy was not performed with
synchronization). Ten studies (62%) reported no adverse
events with either delivery of IRE or the procedure performed.
In the other five studies, there were adverse events reported
which were related to the procedures itself rather than IRE
delivery. There was no suggestion or reported collateral damage to surrounding cardiac structures.

4 Discussion
As IRE gathers considerable interest as an alternative means to
perform cardiac ablation, this systematic review of published
preclinical data provides critical synthesis and insight into its
efficacy and safety. This review is vital in highlighting knowledge gaps, enabling guidance for future preclinical studies and
ultimately helps in the progression from preclinical to clinical
studies and practice.

4.1 Effectiveness
Overall, IRE can be successfully applied to cardiac tissue
and achieve the goal of creating an ablation lesion. Many
of the ablation lesions were transmural; however, definitive recommendations on the optimal IRE parameters for
creating a transmural ablation lesion are not possible
based on current published studies given the significant
heterogeneity in reporting and parameters applied.
Further, typical defibrillators do not control the applied
voltage, but the total applied energy, which is likely to
impact repeatability and reproducibility of studies. Future
studies should be meticulous in their reporting of these
parameters (Table 5). The most eloquent study that provides insight was performed by Zager et al., where different protocols were applied to rat myocardium (final
study included 45 rats) which enabled a direct
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comparison of effects of different parameter changes.
While this study is beneficial, we acknowledge that
performing this type of experiment on larger animals
(canine or swine) would be prohibitively expensive.
That said, although common knowledge amongst the
electroporation community, this study shows that use of
high voltage, longer pulse duration, lower pulse frequency, and a greater number of pulses results in increased
tissue damage (and vice versa). However, it ought to be
noted that smaller animals may not be as readily translated to parameters suited for larger animals, and importantly humans. While overall we are unable to provide a
meta-analysis on efficacy, it is clear that although different studies employ different devices and generators, IRE
can create ablation lesions and this alone provides important support and rationale for continued research and
study of this ablation modality.

4.2 Safety
The delivery of IRE has been shown to cause both lethal and
non-lethal cardiac arrhythmias [52–54]. In our systematic review, we present a large amount of preclinical animal data that
suggests that direct cardiac IRE delivery is reasonably safe,
with only one lethal arrhythmic event reported across all 16
studies. In this event, inadvertent movement of the catheter
over the ventricle during voltage pulse delivery resulted in VF
and early demise. Importantly, no electrocardiogram (ECG)
synchronization to high voltage electric pulse delivery was
performed. ECG synchronization during pulse delivery is a
critical tool to mitigate lethal arrhythmic risk in ensuring that
the energy is delivered during the absolute refractory period of
the cardiac cycle. For example, the delivery of electrical
pulses can be synchronized with the electrocardiogram via
AccuSync 42, an external R wave triggering device
(AccuSync, USA). The AccuSync 42 detects the R wave of
each individual heartbeat early on the ascending slope of the R
wave and provides a trigger for the device [55]. Currently, the
NanoKnife system delivers a pulse 50 milliseconds after each
R wave [56]. Validation of trigger pulses is performed by a
built-in synchronization algorithm.
Although ECG synchronization is essential, there are significant limitations that should be noted. First, it has been
shown to increase the total treatment time [57] and second,
synchronization relies on the occurrence of the R wave and
therefore in patients who have irregular R-R intervals (e.g.,
atrial fibrillation), this will affect the delivery pulse frequency.
Subsequently, this may produce a different effect than predicted or modeled where a consistent delivery of pulses and constant membrane effect is assumed. There is growing interest in
nanosecond pulses, and translation of this safety data to nanosecond pulses is unclear and should not be assumed, and of
course, this requires further evaluation.
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8
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5
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5
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Ablation
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Deflectable multiarray
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Navistar® ablation
catheter
Circular 20 mm
Circular 20 mm
Linear
Circular 20 mm
Circular 18 mm
Quadripolar ablation
catheter

Circular 12 mm
2 needle electrode

Circular 12 mm

1
1

1
1

–
–
6 ms

1 (applied in 3
areas)

1
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10
10
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10
20
10

1

1

6 ms*

6 ms*

6 ms*
100 μs
100 μs
100 μs
70 μs
70 μs
70 μs
20 μs

6 ms

6 ms

Circular 20 mm
Linear

1

Seq of 8, 16, 32
Single train of
10–40 pulses
5
1
10
1
10–200

100 μs
100 to
400 μsec
6 ms
6 ms
6 ms*
–
100 μs
6 ms

Number of
pulses

Pulse
duration

Shape of device

Hand held clamp
Biploar jaws
Linear (suction)
Circular
Circular 20 mm
Circular 18 mm
Balloon device
Balloon prototype
catheter
Circular 20 mm

Electric current

Ablation device

–
–

–

–

–

–
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

–

–

Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz
Hz

200

12 uA
300 or 500 uA
3000–5000 uA
3000-5000 uA
100

50–360
50–200
30
200

–
1737* (calculated
mean)
2482*

–

21.2

–
15.5

–

–
–
–
33.0 ± 3.6

–

–
–
–
–
2116 ± 152

16 ± 1.3
24.3 ± 1.3
34.9 ± 2.1
25.7 ± 1.6
7.9 ± 0.5
15.8 ± 1.2
28.4 ± 1.1
11.6 ± 1.4
19.0 ± 1.5
27.1 ± 0.7
–
–

50
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200
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30
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300
50
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50 V
250 V
500 V
500 V
500 V
500 V
750–2500 V

–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Peak
current
(A)

–
–
–
–
960 ± 21
1845 ± 241
2930 ± 67
1220 ± 46
1670 ± 74
2305 ± 54
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
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7500 uA
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–
–
–
–
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Peak power
(V)
–
–

Energy
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unless stated)

5 Hz
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repetition
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and
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Neven [42] Ventricular
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Author
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Table 3
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M)
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D)
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stated)
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located inside electroporation lesion
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coronary arteries were
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cardiomyocytes by
granulation tissue consisting
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collagen fibers and
capillaries

- White ablation
lesions
- After 200 J application
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around bruised area
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the lesion
- Sharp demarcation between
ablation lesion and normal
tissue
- Suction device caused some
local epicardial hematoma
- 300 J application light
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- Whitish discoloration of
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Histological comments

Gross (macroscopic)
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6.4 ± 2.6 mm
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15.1 ± 1.5 6.3 ± 1.8
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16.6 ± 1.1 5.0 ± 2.1
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- 4 of 13 (31%) transmural
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or 128 coronary arteries
- mean values of median
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arteries showing any intimal
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26 of 81 (24%) transmural.

25% transmural
100% transmural
100% transmural
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5.2 ± 1.2 5.3 ± 3.0
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Tissue type
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epicardium/
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Hong [38]
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–
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stated)
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vein
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DeSimone
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Ablation lesion extending
tissue
from endocardium towards
epicardium

No gross abnormalities

7500 uA

200

200

SVC and IVC lesions were 100%
transmural with any/all methods of
lesion evaluation.
Intralesional veins and to a lesser extent
arteries showed occasionally
endothelial denudation
Livia [50] Purkinje fibers –
–
–
Lavee [39] Atrial tissue
Clear demarcation line between Transmural lesions in 10
1000 V
ablation and normal tissue
ablation locations.
1500 V
2000 V
Van Driel Superior vena White SVC tissue at
200
[44]
cava (atrial
electroporation lesion.
tissue)

Ventricular
epicardium

Zager [48]

Gross (macroscopic)

Lesion
location

Author

Table 3 (continued)

–
5±0
5±0
7.6 ± 2.5
Circular
lesion

Width

Lesion

–
Nil

Nil
No damage to phrenic
nerve. 2/19 had
transient
effects

Nil

Nil

Collateral
damage

–

No PV stenosis or significant reduction Nil
in PV diameter
in electroporation group.
Nil

3.5 mm (only Can create lesions
and be delivered safely
measured
in few
sites)

–
10 ± 0
11.1 ± 2.3
7.6 ± 2.5
16.2 ± 6 mm
(only done
of 5
animal,
average
taken for
all four
dominations)

3.4 ± 5.4
8.3 ± 4.3
6.7 ± 1.8
4.4 ± 1.4
4.0 ± 0.9
5.6 ± 6.0
4.9 ± 2.9
4 mm
(RVOT,
linear)

Depth

Outcome
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Other
Anatomical
Sites

Tissue type

Pulmonary
vein

Witt [51]

Neven [49] Esophagus

Lesion
location

Author

Table 3 (continued)
Histological comments

Energy
(J, unless
stated)

Transmural lesion with lesion pattern
2000 V,
that was typically
200
that of decellularization with only
Pulses
collagen scaffolding remaining.
2000 V,
Some fibrosis observed in a minority
100
of
Pulses
lesions
1000 V,
100
Pulses
1000 V,
10
Pulses
1000 V,
10
Pulses
2000 V,
200
Pulses
2000 V,
100
Pulses
2000 V,
200
Pulses
2000 V,
100
Pulses
2000 V,
200
Pulses
Day 2:
Day 2:
200
Normal with no stenosis,
Intraepithelial Vesicles. Degeneration
multiple whitish,
of the superficial part of the
circumscribed, clear
epithelium, with intact basal
fluid–containing elevations
epithelial layers. Lymphohistiocytic
with a diameter of several
inflammatory infiltrate in the outer
millimeters, resembling vesmuscular layer with degeneration of
icles in the ablated areas.
some striated muscle cells.
8 weeks: no macroscopically
8 weeks:
visible lesions on the
Superficial scar was present in the outer
adventitia or epithelium.
part of the esophagus, in the outer

No clear ablation lesions

Gross (macroscopic)

Width

Lesion

5

17

16

15

8

8

7

5

3

3

Depth

Direct electroporation ablation on the
outer esophageal wall causes
harmless, self-limiting vesicles on
the nonkeratinizing squamous epithelium at the ablation site. After 7
and 60 days follow-up, the epithelium completely normalized. No
signs of ulceration or other adverse
reactions.

All lesions transmural, with
5/10 (50%) lesions circumferential
(ranging
from 30 to 100%)

Outcome

Nil

Collateral
damage
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Phase 1:
Phase 2:
- Clusters of 3-4 mm hemorrhagic lesions at sites of ablation
Cardiac
ganglia
plexus
Madhavan
[40]

part of the muscular layer. The
epithelium of the mucosa was intact.
Phase 1:
12–5000
- Ablation with loss of nucleoli
uA
- No damage to surrounding
myocardium
Phase 2:
- Nuclear disarray and loss of cellular
architecture at 17/23 sites treated

Width

Histological comments
Gross (macroscopic)
Lesion
location
Author
Tissue type

Table 3 (continued)

Energy
(J, unless
stated)

Lesion

Depth

Outcome

Nil

Collateral
damage
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4.3 Cardiac electroporation protocols—time
for standardized reporting
This review demonstrates that there is significant heterogeneity with IRE delivery tools, electroporation pulse generators,
and reporting of applied electroporation parameters. The process of IRE is strongly dependent upon the pulse parameters
of the delivered electric pulses and therefore to enable reproducibility, uncomplicated comparison across studies, and safe
translation into human studies, the electric parameters should
be described precisely [58]. Standardized terms and reporting
criteria for cardiac IRE are necessary. Most studies included in
this review reported the pulse length and amplitude (“energy”
delivered); however, often there was a lack of reporting of
other vital parameters, such as pulse frequency and a calculation of the electric field. The pulse frequency is essential as it
affects temperature (with increased pulse frequency there is
less time for heat dissipation between pulses) and the occurrence of muscle contraction as well as nerve stimulation
[58–60]. Additionally, as shown by Zager [48], a lower frequency pulse frequency resulted in significant echocardiographic evidence of tissue damage, while the higher frequency
protocols did not demonstrate any significant reduction in
echocardiographic measures. Recently, recommendations for
standardized reporting were published for pulsed electric field
technology in food and biotechnological processes [61], life
sciences/biology [62], and electrochemotherapy [63]. Based
on these recommendations, we suggest that future cardiac IRE
publications report the following parameters in Table 5. This
formalization of reporting will not only strengthen IRE
evidence-based practice and enable solid recommendations,
but will also allow essential outcome comparisons with other
cardiac ablative technologies.

4.4 Future developments
To date, all cardiac IRE testing has occurred in healthy animal
models and there has been one human study published [32].
While this provides a solid foundation for efficacy and safety,
the patients who are most likely to benefit from this new
technology will have diseased hearts. The translation from a
normal to a diseased model will be essential understand electroporation of cells in diseased tissues and other complex environments. This will be key to its successful use and optimization in various applications [24]. It is unclear if and what the
differences that occur in the diseased myocardium will be
compared to that of the normal heart. With the many variables
that can alter the electric field distribution and its effectiveness, future studies should address disease models.
The results of this systematic review should provide the
impetus for the development of specialized IRE delivery technology. IRE technology, however, poses novel challenges for
device design. Except for a few studies, most of the IRE has
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Table 4 Cardiac IRE adverse
outcomes

Study

Adverse outcome

1

Lavee [39]

No adverse events

2

Hong [38]

Arching observed with clamp device

3

No adverse events

4

Wittkampf
[47]
Wittkampf

5
6

Du Pre [37]
Neven [41]

One animal suffered from an episode of fever, presumably due to pericarditis.
No adverse events

7

Neven [42]

8

van Driel
[45]
Neven [43]

One animal had to be euthanized acutely before electroporation applications had been
delivered because of complications caused by failed subxiphoid puncture.
No adverse events

9

10
11
12

13

Table 5 Key IRE
reporting parameters

Author

DeSimone
[36]
Van Driel
[44]
Zager [48]

Madhavan
[40]

No adverse events

One animal suddenly developed cyanosis with hemodynamic instability after the end of
the index procedure, ≈ 7 h after ablation. At autopsy, no pericardial effusion or
trauma other than the ablation lesions was found. Gross inspection of other organs
also showed no abnormalities.
No adverse events
No adverse events
Three animals died during the surgical and pre-procedural period: one during induction
of anesthesia, one during traumatic intubation and one as a result of laceration of
LAD during resection of the pericardium.
One dog developed refractory VF during ablation at 5000 μA

Key elements
• Electric pulse generator
○ Commercially available
▪ Company
▪ Model
○ Prototype
• Bipolar vs monopolar delivery
• Electrode material
• Electrode design
○ Shape
○ Electrode size
○ Number of electrodes
○ If more than 1 electrode, electrode
spacing
• Pulse parameters
○ Number
○ Shape
○ Duration
○ Frequency (pulse repetition)
○ Voltage applied (voltage-to-distance
ratio)
○ Current measured
• Electric field distribution (calculations)
• Electrode positioning with respect to
target tissue

been delivered with current or slightly modified cardiac tools
which were not created for the delivery of electric pulses. The
currently available irrigated and non-irrigated catheters for RF
energy delivery may not be ideally suited for electroporation
delivery. Future devices must be compatible with catheters in
a wide variety of configurations and possess steerability.
Further, the electric field intensity and distribution within the
tissue will vary with catheter size and electrode configuration.
Specialized tools would be ideal for better ablation zone modulation and control of the electric field thereby enabling superior targeting and ultimately provide a more efficient and safe
technology.

4.5 Limitations
Our study has several limitations that are common to systematic reviews. First, included studies are limited to only those
that have already been published, and while a thorough effort
was made with a broad search strategy, it is possible that we
may have missed some relevant studies. Additionally, the
studies retrieved were vastly heterogenous in IRE delivery
protocols, and therefore, it is difficult (if not impossible) to
draw conclusions on the optimal parameters for cardiac IRE
ablation, an area that requires further work and examination
and may ultimately vary depending upon the device and generator used. Second, all studies have relied on healthy models,
so it is unclear at this stage the impact of IRE on disease
hearts, particular from a safety and efficacy point of view.
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Third, at present, there are no studies with a direct comparison
with other cardiac ablation modalities which will be essential
to show critical differences in this technology.

5 Conclusions
Cardiac irreversible electroporation (IRE) is an emerging ablation modality with alluring potential. This systematic review
shows that IRE can be successfully and safely applied to cardiac tissue to create ablation lesions. Significant heterogeneity
in the current literature raises the need to follow standard
reporting of IRE parameters. This will lead to further progress
in the field and improve the potential for translation into the
clinical realm for human catheter ablation as we are starting to
see.
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